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Objectives :
Pathology Laboratories typically receive many repetitive telephone calls from
Doctors, Nurses and Phlebotomists enquiring about what tube they need to use
to collect a blood sample for various tests. In our practice these clients do have
access to an online web database but many claim that they do not have
convenient access to a PC to use that.
This project involved the development of a mobile phone SMS based system
which we anticipate will reduce the amount of time 'wasted' on handling these
calls.
Method :
Our existing specimen requirements database,
currently viewable at
www.centrepath.dhhs.tas.gov.au
has been ported to an SMS database query server for
this project.
Typically our clients interact with the SMS system as
follows
● Specimen collection staff cannot recall what tube to
use when they are just about to collect a blood sample
for cholesterol testing so they create a quick SMS
query message on their mobile phone eg 'cholesterol'
● They then send this SMS message to our SMS
database server at +61409454701
● Our system uses a unique program to query the
database which responds with the SMS message
'Cholesterol : 4ml blood, red top tube, patient
should be fasting for 12 hours. Results same day.'
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If the SMS text from the caller is not immediately
recognisable eg Creat then the system responds
with a few options
'Did you mean
1. Serum Creatinine
2. Urine Creatinine
3. Creatinine clearance
4. None of the above
Respond by SMSing us the closest
number from this list'
If the SMS text query is totally unrecognisable
then it places that call onto a web page that is
monitored by our Specimen Reception staff who
will then phone back the caller to assist them.

The Unresolved Queries Interface

The USB GSM Modem That Is
Connected to the Database Server
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Results :
•

The software has been shown to be capable of handling SMS query messages
via a GSM modem. It has been able to analyse the content of the message to
find key acronyms and has used these to search the database. Once the
acronym has been matched then the relevant information has been compiled
and formatted to the size of a standard SMS text message (160 characters) and
this has been sent back to the mobile number from which the request
originated.

•

Basic session management has been implemented. The system has opened
new sessions for each new SMS query that it has received.

•

If a query has been matched exactly by the database then the system has
responded with the name of the matching test and the relevant tube
information. The session has then been closed.

•

If there have been multiple matches for the query, the system has responded
with a simple “Did you mean?” and provided a list of the possible alternatives,
with the final one being “None of the above”. When the user has chosen one of
the options, then the corresponding database entry has been sent. The session
has been kept open until the user replies with an option. If the user has chosen
the last option, “None of the above”, then the query and the user details have
been logged and displayed on the ‘Unresolved Queries’ Management Interface
web pages.

•

Any open sessions have been terminated after 10 minutes if the user has not
responded.

•

Unresolved queries have been notified via an SMS from the system to the user.

•

A web interface has been developed that facilitates remote setup of the server
and users and also provides a full suite of reports.
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Discussion and Conclusions :
The project has reached an advanced stage in the ‘proof of concept’cycle.
A panel of clinical and laboratory users have tested the system. As a
result of their feedback further work needs to carried out on the
underlying database. Essentially the database that was ported from the
Internet system has some Comments Field that contain so many
characters that the 160 character limit on the SMS reply was insufficient.
This will be resolved by the laboratory editing down the information in
that comment field to the minimum required by the Phlebotomist.
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